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W I N N I N G W E L L N E S S S T R AT E G I E S
FOR THE WORKFORCE OF TOMORROW

Employers are at an inflection point in terms of supporting employee wellbeing
and health. Employers have come out of a two-year crisis – thanks to Covid –
during which “just getting through while keeping the lights on” was the priority.
Now that operations are normalizing, HR professionals can revisit what ongoing
wellbeing provision should look like.
Equally, employers face new challenges. The cost of living crisis is affecting
employees across the globe, and financial challenges can also mean there is
less money to structure wellbeing incentives. Yet those same companies face a
competition for talent in which benefits are a key weapon. And there will always
be a philosophical argument as to what the role of a business is in employees’
daily lives anyway. We live in changing times, where compensation and benefits
means treading a fine line.
In partnership with Tictrac a global health and wellbeing company, helping
everyday people live healthier lives, Global HR Executive curated an
invite-only HR Leaders’ Exchange, for leading HR, wellbeing and compensation
and benefits professionals to take the temperature of the sector.
Here’s what we learned.

FOUR FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS

REIMAGINING THE BENEFITS VALUE PROPOSITION

Our contributors agreed that there are broadly four fundamental pillars

As we come out of the pandemic’s crisis mode, a recurring theme from our

to a modern wellbeing strategy:

attendees was the recognition that now is the time to reimagine what the
provision of wellbeing benefits is designed to do. Businesses have changed:

• Mental: particularly given the upheaval of the pandemic, mental 		
health has been high on the agenda for the past three years.

• Physical: for the traditionally desk-bound, and with many of us 		
facing health provision challenges, employers are taking an
increasing interest in physical health.

• Social: with more home-workers than ever, and with meetings 		

they are leaner, operationally reconstructed for a mobile/hybrid world, and
hungry for talent from a global pool. Employees have changed too: some are
remote, hybrid, others are looking for new work patterns around different
lifestyle ambitions.

Wellbeing benefits are therefore no longer just a perk:

becoming digital by default, the depth of social challenges like 		

• They must act as a talent acquisition tool

loneliness and isolation have been the surprise problem leaders

• They must demonstrate genuine value to employees

must deal with.

•

• They must add value to the business, for example by improving 		

Financial: finally, as the numbers stack up in ways unprecedented in

productivity or minimizing absenteeism

modern corporate history, employees are worried both about how 		

• And they should ideally also represent the values of the business:

they will cope financially, and when they can expect some sort of 		
normality to return.

Shell, for example, offers incentives towards the purchase of electric vehicles.

“

This is human behaviour, not sales. The idea of ROI on employee wellbeing
is harder. I really like the lens of making decisions based on the company's
values and beliefs. Because what should be good for our staff based on the
organisation that we are, creates a framework for decision making.

“

EXPLODING TRADITIONAL WORKING PATTERNS
Our participants all agreed that flexible working (in terms of both time and location) is probably top of the agenda. It sits right at the
intersection of HR (working patterns, productivity) and wellbeing (meeting employee needs and lifestyle ambitions). Gartner reports that 95% of
HR leaders expect that at least some of their employees will work remotely after the pandemic - a massive driver of transformation.
Remote and flexible working flourished during the pandemic; changing the shape of work forever. At the same time, smart businesses are only
too aware that they intruded into thousands of employees’ homes without warning. And, of course, it’s the subject with no “one-size-fits-all”
answer.
Our HR professionals had all investigated relevant solutions, including a four day week, a nine day fortnight, open-ended holidays, Fridays off in
Summer, or new rights for e.g. parental leave. They had also all bumped up against the challenge of establishing wellbeing packages which were
as fair to a plant manager who cannot work from home, as a desk-jockey who can comfortably work from a beach in another country.
One (fairly exasperated) contributor said that his firm had stripped back to a “back to basics approach”: asking what employees wanted (which
differed from country to country), and what the business needed. Somewhere in the middle of the two was the right compromise.
Another pointed out that there are several reasons to go into an office (collaboration, performance, meetings etc.) and that the credible solution
for any one business will be based on having a reasonable and demonstrable justification for any decision made.
These are probably as close to valid answers as we can achieve in a changing world.

ALL FOR SOME AND SOME FOR ALL…
We said above that both businesses and employees have changed. Another
key concern, then, is relevance: how can wellbeing packages be structured
to meaningfully meet the needs of employees? Join this to the problem of
fragmented workforces as also noted above re: flexible working patterns,
and it is no surprise that another priority for some of our HR professionals is
to successfully navigate some sort of segmentation.
The importance of this cannot be overstated. It is an admission that the
fundamental principles of wellbeing provision have changed. It suggests
that, where one universal offer was previously the objective in order to be
seen to be fair to all employees, equality and fairness can also come from
relevance: something for everyone based on life stage, location, work style,
occupation etc.
It also opens up the possibility of establishing a “wellbeing allowance” as
a component of the benefits scheme. This is money which can either be
spent in whatever way an employee wants, or can be allocated across
a list of products/benefits defined in an app. Either way, the allowance
democratises wellbeing, putting power in the hands of the employee (and
simplifying provision too).

LISTEN TO EVERYONE
A further consequence of segmentation is that some
corporate communities are being given a new voice. If
wellbeing benefits are no longer going to be universally
defined, everyone needs to be considered. One
contributor, in a comment which resonated more widely
across our attendees than any other, noted: “I want
to understand where my more silent colleague groups
are. How can I engage with them a bit more? And what
would appeal to them when there's a gap in offering?”

A GROWING TO-DO LIST

WHITTLING OUT COMPLEXITY

The workload for benefits professionals has never been

A surprisingly common theme was the desire to streamline

higher. Beyond Business as Usual, priorities highlighted

wellbeing benefits. Thanks to the use of multiple providers, many

included:

of whom have over time bolted on extras to their core offering,
many of our contributors felt that they were offering too many

• Understanding regional impacts:

resources, some of which overlapped, others which were legacy

HR professionals in global organisations have always had

to the point of offering little value, and which might not make

to deal with the difference in expectations in different

much of a difference to employees’ lives.

territories. Remuneration, cultural norms and work
patterns have always been challenging.

Navigating them, often through a multiplicity of apps or

But the disparity now is greater than ever.

complicated logins, also eroded value. Smart businesses are

As we write, parts of China, for example, are still under

looking for less complexity, a clearer offering and a single point

strict lockdown (and one of our contributors noted that

of access (with simple onboarding, too), which will serve to

her firm was still sending care packages to Chinese

highlight value and present the business in a good light, whilst

staff). How can wellbeing packages be designed to cater

cutting costs at the same time.

to all needs, fairly?

• Going mobile:
There is a consensus that the employee expectation is to
be able to access wellbeing benefits on mobiles

There was also a recognition that benefits professionals are not
necessarily communicating the breadth and value of benefits
properly to their employee cohorts.

by default.

• Tech in general:
Overall, the delivery of benefits fits into a broader

“

roadmap of HR digital transformation (global platforms

everything joined up and easy. At the moment, we’ve got very

for HR, security, home-working and more…), all of which

fragmented pieces through various providers so we’re slowly trying

must be integrated and designed to remain effective and

to bring everything back to the one stop shop.” “Employees have

usable.

app fatigue. We call it Employee Benefits spaghetti

I think what we’re looking at is somebody just make

“

COMMUNICATION ON THE SHOP FLOOR
Benefits are a good thing, so we assume that employees will automatically
use them, be grateful for them, and motivated by them. As plenty of us don’t
use loyalty cards in our daily lives, employee benefits – partly because they
are free – are not automatically ‘sticky’. Many attendees at our webinar noted
that communicating benefits was a major challenge.
Often, a credible answer came bubbling up from the ranks.
If benefits can be unmoored from management and association with “top
down” judgement, instead being promoted locally from the shop floor, they
will be better communicated and achieve a greater level of engagement.
This is particularly true with wellbeing benefits: there can be a perception
that e.g. physical health advice or financial advice can either be “the nanny
business” trying to tell employees how to run their lives, or a cynical ploy to
extract more productivity out of a struggling workforce.
When the message comes from peers instead, it’s more likely to hit home
and be appreciated.

MAKING THE MOST OF DATA

SIZE MATTERS

Data is showing its value across most functions in business.

Unfortunately, in benefits, the size of the business matters.

But the employee cohort is much smaller than the customer cohort, so

That’s not just about the scale and affordability of the offer (there are,

data has not been quite so high up the agenda for HR professionals,

after all, schemes which even the smallest business can join).

at least, certainly not in defining wellbeing benefits. There are three

Large companies can extract meaningful data from their employees and

broad themes which define the value of data in establishing wellbeing

make smart decisions about what to offer in their wellbeing package.

benefits:

They have the resources to run exit interviews, to understand why
employees are leaving, and what would incentivize them to stay. And

• Time:
With the right data, you can make better decisions, faster. You

they can see the real effect of wellbeing benefits on the workforce,
justifying continued investment.

can see in real-time, for example, which benefits are being used
and which are underappreciated.

• Breadth:
Reach the whole workforce to understand their needs.

• End-to-end digital:
In a digital world, the cost and effort of running regular surveys
and temperature checks is minimised, allowing HR to become
more responsive and provide a more tailored service. One
attendee reported moving from annual surveys to four “pulse”
surveys, plus a range of trigger-surveys for key moments in the
employee life-cycle (onboarding, position change, etc.)

“

Feedback these days almost has to be real

time. Because things change on a daily basiseverything's in the moment. Companies who
use data effectively and construct their
strategy based on employee trends create
the most effective initiatives.

“

FINANCIAL WELLBEING IS DIFFERENT
As we fall headlong into a cost-of-living crisis, there is a recognition that financial benefits are uniquely important.
It’s a sensitive subject for most (perhaps mental health is the pioneer here: it was taboo, but is now openly discussed).
It’s one which employees find hard to quantify in their own lives (even many senior managers will admit to a lack of
financial literacy). For both these reasons, many will stick their heads in the sand rather than admit to a problem.
Plus, who wants to share their finance challenges with their employer? Who wants to admit to using vouchers? The crisis
is acute, yet the stigma is challenging.
Several of the businesses represented at our webinar have recognised this, and are taking steps to make financial
benefits tangible and attractive. One, for example, created a communications campaign tied specifically to the UK
National Insurance hike, showing that by using the in-house perks platform for everyday purchases, the average employee
could negate the whole NI increase. By making money less of a dirty word, employers can make a real difference in the
coming challenging months.
Incidentally, firms are implementing other measures to smooth over the bumpy ride ahead – we heard from one business
which is considering a six-month compensation review cycle.
HR never stands still. But the benefits space is in flux like never before. The pandemic has put wellbeing on the agenda.
It has also shaken up the relationship between businesses and employees, giving HR professionals a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to redefine the role a business can play in its employees’ lives, and the value it can get back.
And technology is making integrated benefits platforms a real possibility… possibly. All of this makes wellbeing a talent
magnet, a productivity driver and a source of engagement.
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